ABSTRACT Scattering mechanisms in graphene are critical to understanding the limits of signal-to-noise ratios of unsuspended graphene devices. Here we present the four-probe low-frequency noise (1/f) characteristics in back-gated single layer graphene (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) samples. Contrary to the expected noise increase with the resistance, the noise for SLG decreases near the Dirac point, possibly due to the effects of the spatial charge inhomogeneity. For BLG, a similar noise reduction near the Dirac point is observed, but with a different gate dependence of its noise behavior. Some possible reasons for the different noise behavior between SLG and BLG are discussed.
G raphene is a two-dimensional film with intrinsically ultrahigh carrier mobility, showing extraordinary potential for device applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] However, most unsuspended graphene sheets are degraded by external perturbations from the environment. 3, 6, 7 For example, the charged impurity scattering lessens the carrier mobility of substrated graphene devices; the carrier trapping/detrapping near the graphene-substrate interface leads to device variability and contributes to the low frequency (1/f) noise. 8, 9 Recent work has shown that the random charged impurities near the graphene-substrate interface creates an inhomogeneous charge distribution along the graphene sheet. 10, 11 The spatial-charge inhomogeneity in graphene affects the ideal transport properties and is responsible for several physical anomalies near the Dirac point. 12, 13 It would be of fundamental interest to investigate how the presence of spatial charge inhomogeneity influences the 1/f noise behavior in graphene. A detailed study on the 1/f noise behavior of substrated graphene would also help to achieve high-speed carbon-based electronics with high signal-tonoise-ratios.
Multiple groups have conducted research on the 1/f noise behavior on graphene nanostructures. Previous work on graphene nanoribbon (with 30 nm width) shows that 1/f noise increases as the resistance increases in single layer graphene nanoribbon (SLR), whereas the noise increases as the resistance decreases in bilayer nanoribbon (BLR), which is attributed to the band-gap-opening effect. 8 For bulk graphene (with micrometer width), dual-gated device structures have been used to achieve low noise level in single layer graphene (SLG), 14 and to understand the noise correlation with the band structure in bilayer graphene (BLG). 9 In this work, we present the four-probe low frequency (1/f) noise characteristics in SLG and BLG samples using a backgated device structure. The back-gated structure helps simplify the interface physics in understanding the carrier-substrate interaction. 15, 16 We focus on bulk samples with a four-probe setup to reduce the noise contribution from the edge states (as in nanoribbon) 17, 18 and the metal contacts, 8, [19] [20] [21] although the contacts might still affect the electron-hole symmetry in this work. 22, 23 For SLG, we find that the noise was reduced either close to or far away from the Dirac point (M-shape); for BLG, we find a similar noise reduction near the Dirac point, but with an increase of the noise away from the Dirac point (V-shape). Our noise data near the Dirac point can be correlated to the spatial-charge inhomogeneity at low carrier density limits; this fact might provide insights to the scattering mechanisms in graphene near the Dirac point.
Graphene sheets were mechanically exfoliated from natural graphite and transferred onto a 300 nm thermally grown SiO 2 dielectric film on highly doped Si substrates. Subsequently, they were identified through optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy and patterned to form Hall bar and/or multiprobe structures using general e-beam writing processes (inset of Figure 1a) . 23, 24 The devices are maintained in a vacuum environment to avoid contact oxidation and uncontrollable doping effects from the ambiance. 24 Before the measurements, a 20 min vacuum bakeout (100°C) process is generally applied to partially desorb contaminants (see Supporting Information). 7 A total of more than 10 out of 40 back-gated devices were studied in our work, and the data shown in this paper come from 4 SLG and 4 BLG samples.
In the four-probe configuration, an Agilent 4156C was used to apply dc current bias to the device within its linear regime (not shown), and measure its dc conductivity σ; an Agilent 35670A was used to collect the noise spectra of the fluctuations of the potential difference (V) across the graphene samples (see Supporting Information). Figure 1a shows the typical room temperature conductivity versus the gate bias (shifted by V Dirac , the gate bias at Dirac point) for a SLG sample (SLG1). At each gate bias, the conductivity is averaged by 10 times of measurements at the same time of the noise measurement in order to avoid the hysteresis and ensure the consistency of the data. 20 Figure 1b shows the room temperature noise spectra,S V (after subtracting the background noise, 20 ,25 see Supporting Informationt), of SLG1 at the same gate biases applied in the conductivity measurement (see Figure 1a) . The noise power spectrum density S V follows a 1/f R behavior with R ranging from 0.85 to 1.12, when biased either close to or away from the Dirac point.
The noise figure A ) fS V /V 2 is commonly used to characterize the noise level for current bias conditions. 15 In this work, the noise is normalized as
which takes the average over the frequency ranges where the noise spectra follow with 1/f R behavior (R ranging from 0.85 to 1.12) . This definition helps reduce the measurement errors of the noise at specific frequencies 8, 20 and rule out other types of noise sources (e.g., thermal noise, ac electricity power noise, etc). 9, 25 For SLG1, the gate dependence of the normalized noise, A, shows an M-shape behavior (see Figure 1c ). The noise curve shows a local minimum at the Dirac point and two local maxima near the Dirac point at both the electron-(V g -V Dirac > 0) and hole-conduction (V g -V Dirac < 0) sides. The noise reduction observed in SLG near the Dirac point is different from most electronic materials (including SLR), where the noise increases with sample resistance. 8 We measured SLG samples under different conditions to rule out extrinsic possibilities for the M-shape noise behavior. First, this M-shape noise behavior was found to be independent of the types of the initial doping (V Dirac-SLG1 > 0, V Dirac-SLG2 ∼0, V Dirac-SLG3 < 0, see Figure 2a ). Second, the measurements have been repeated by sweeping the gate voltage back and forth (not shown), to ensure that the noise behavior is independent of the mobile ions close to the graphene-SiO 2 interface. 26 Third, the noise level was independent of the current biases (see Supporting Information), showing that the noise of graphene is from the resistance fluctuations 19, 27, 28 and not affected by the current-induced local heating effects. 24, 29 Overall, the M-shape noise behavior is universal in our measurements and suggests to originate from the intrinsic trapping/detrapping processes near the graphene-SiO 2 substrate in SLG.
To gain some insights of the M-shape noise behavior, it helps to see where the noise starts to reduce near the Dirac point. The spatial average carrier density could be defined 24, 26 when 〈n〉 is not less than the density of charged impurities n imp . 30 Figure 2b shows that the noise maximum generally occurs at|〈n noisemax 〉| ) 1-1.6 × 10 12 cm -2 , a value approximately equal to the estimated n imp ) 1-2 × 10 12 cm -2 in our SLG samples 31, 32 (Note: the charged impurity density, n imp , used in this work is estimated as the theoretical σ Dirac -n imp and µ -n imp relations based on the self-consistent approximation; see refs 31 and32). It is accepted that the transport properties of SLG near the Dirac point (i.e., |〈n〉| < n imp ) are dominated by the spatial charge inhomogeneity, when the landscape of SLG is broken into puddles of electrons and holes. 30, 33 Our data show that the noise of SLG starts to reduce when |〈n〉| < n imp , which 8, 26, 27 suggests that the noise behavior near the Dirac point correlates with the spatial charge inhomogeneity. The value of the noise maximum, A max , is almost equal for both the electron-and hole-conduction sides (10 -8 -10 -7 ), while some differences might be from the electron-hole asymmetry induced by the doping effect of metal contacts. 23 Up to now, a noise model of graphene materials considering the spatial charge inhomogeneity is still lacking. 8, 9 Admitting the complexity of this problem, here we try to use a qualitative approach to give some phenomenological explanations. Some assumptions are made to simplify the discussion:
(1) Close to the Dirac point, electrons and holes transport along the puddles of electrons and holes, respectively; 26, 30 hence both types of carriers would contribute to the noise. By neglecting the electron-hole interaction, we assume these two types of carriers independently interact with the active traps (see Supporting Information) in their puddle regions, respectively.
(2) Previous work shows that two types of puddle regions exist in SLG near the Dirac point: 26, 32, 33 (I) wide regions (over the whole graphene sheet) with almost uniform low carrier densities; 26, 32 (II) narrow regions (typical size ∼10 nm) with much higher carrier densities. We neglect the contribution of the noise from type II regions since they are highly conductive (better screening to active traps) and only occupy a small portion (<20%). 32, 33 Hence, the noise mainly comes from the type I regions, where the carrier density is almost uniform (n electron
2 ) R H /N is welldefined for homogeneous materials; 27, 34 this equation generally needs to be modified for inhomogeneous materials by weighting each local area differently. 21, 27 On the basis of (1) and (2), however, we see the total noise mainly comes from two independent type I regions for both electrons and holes, respectively. Since type I regions are nearly homogeneous, the total noise could be estimated as TypeI are the total number of electrons (holes) and the area of type I regions for electrons (holes), respectively). 8, 9, 14 The electron-electron (hole-hole) interaction is neglected, because Hooge's law implies that each carrier is considered to interact with active traps independently. 27, 34 In the following, we limit the discussion to the noise behavior at the Dirac point and the electron conduction side (V g -V Dirac > 0), since the hole conduction side (V g -V Dirac < 0) could be explained similarly.
( 32, 33 ). Thus, the noise at the Dirac point is determined from the carrier density fluctuations caused by spatial charge inhomogeneity in SLG. (2) Noise Behavior before the Noise Maximum. Between the Dirac point and the noise maximum, one type of carrier (i.e., majority) would dominate the other (i.e., minority). As the gate bias increases (V g -V Dirac > 0): (a) n electron(hole) TypeI increases (decreases) (i.e., n hole TypeI < n electron TypeI ), and n electron(hole) 
an increase of noise from holes greater than a decrease of noise from electrons. Therefore, the total noise increases (∆A ) ∆(A hole ) -∆(A electron ) > 0) as we move away from the Dirac point before reaching the noise maximum.
(3) Noise Behavior beyond the Noise Maximum. As the gate bias keeps increasing, D hole
TypeI continues shrinking and the hole-puddle region becomes sparse and cannot form a path for hole conduction. 26, 32, 33 When those isolated hole islands stop contributing to the noise (even though they have small n hole TypeI and D hole TypeI ), the total noise only comes from the electrons as
Hence, the total noise will decrease as the gate bias further increases, because more electrons effectively screen the active traps. On the basis of (2) and (3), we suggest the noise maximum point occurs when the holes (minority) stop dominating the noise behavior (become isolated and not conducting). Under this physical picture, we estimate the noise maximum point as follows: at the Dirac point |n hole TypeI | ∼ n rms , whereas at the noise maximum |n hole TypeI | becomes negligible. In order to modulate |n hole TypeI | from n rms to near zero, a gate bias that is equivalent to the spatial average density ∼n rms is required (n hole TypeI ∝ V g -V Dirac ). Thus, the noise maximum occurs near |〈n noisemax 〉| ∼ n rms . This estimate is consistent with the experimental data in Figure 2b (|〈n noisemax 〉| ∼ n imp ), since theoretical works show that n rms ∼ n imp for typical n imp ∼ 10 11 -10 12 cm -2 .
31,32
To further understand the noise mechanism, we measured another SLG sample (SLG4) under temperatures from 180 to 90 K (see Figure 2c) , where the noise spectra all follow the 1/f behavior. The noise at all gate biases decreases when temperature decreases, possibly because some active traps become frozen (kT) and stop contributing to the noise. 27, 28 The weak temperature dependence of the dc conductivity (see inset) confirms that the transport is limited by charged impurity scattering. 24, 33 Similarly, the M-shape noise behavior is shown for all temperatures, and the noise maximum points (for both the electron-and hole-conduction sides) do not change with temperature. The data suggest that the distribution of spatial charge inhomogeneity is almost unchanged (n imp ,n rms ) with the temperature as predicted. 31, 32 It is noted that the region of the noise reduction near the Dirac point (the dip in M-shape) is narrower (smaller |〈n noisemax 〉|) than those in SLG1-SLG3. This can be attributed to a smaller spatial charge inhomogeneity in SLG4. (n imp /n rms ∼ 7 × 10 11 cm -2 , estimated carrier mobility (ref 24 ) µ e , µ h ∼ 4000 cm 2 /(V·s) whereas µ e , µ h < 3000 cm 2 /(V·s) for SLG1-SLG3). So far, we attributed the M-shape noise behavior of SLG to the spatial charge inhomogeneity. For our SLG samples, the M-shape noise behavior is consistently observed. However, we do not deny that some high-quality SLG samples (n imp, n rms f 0) might not show the noise reduction near the Dirac point (|〈n noisemax 〉| f 0). The fact that our noise spectra do not deviate from 1/f behavior at low temperature suggests the existence of multiple active traps (.1) in our SLGs, 19, 21 where the Hooge parameter R H is estimated to be 10 -3 -10 -2 away from V Dirac for both electron-and hole-conduction sides. Moreover, detailed noise modeling considering the carrier-carrier interactions (e-e, h-h, e-h interactions) and the noise contribution from the small type II regions is needed to further understand the noise behavior quantitatively.
We also examine the noise behavior of BLG samples. Three back-gated BLG samples are measured (V Dirac-BLG3 < V Dirac-BLG1 < V Dirac-BLG2 < 0) at room temperature; they all exhibit a V-shape noise behavior (see Figure 3a) , showing a similar noise reduction near the Dirac point to that of SLG. Temperature-dependent measurement (BLG4, from 300 to 77 K) exhibits results qualitatively similar to SLG (see Figure  3b) : the transport shows weak temperature dependence; the V-shape noise behavior is observed for all temperatures, where the 1/f noise spectra remain and R H ranges in the same order of those in SLGs.
A recent work observed the V-shape noise behavior in dual-gated BLG samples as well, 9 which has been attributed to the band-gap-opening in the BLG band structure. While this might be the reason, the gate-induced band gap in backgated BLG still lacks experimental evidence from electrical transport measurement 35, 36 Admitting that the effect of the band-gap opening on the noise behavior of BLG may be possible, here we try to consider another scenario. In a gapless situation, the transport of BLG near Dirac point has been suggested to resemble that of SLG where the spatial charge inhomogeneity breaks the density landscape into puddles of electrons and holes. 37, 38 Indeed, a recent STM experiment shows the existence of spatial charge inhomogeneity in back-gated BLG at the Dirac point. 39 Hence, we propose that the noise behavior of BLG near the Dirac point could also be correlated with the spatial charge inhomogeneity: At the Dirac point, the noise is determined by |n electron TypeI | ∼ |n hole TypeI | ∼ n rms , and away from Dirac point, the noise increases possibly because of the noise increase from the minority carriers (e.g., holes for V g -V Dirac >0), ∆A ) ∆(A minority ) -∆(A majority ) > 0. The noise in BLG, however, does not decrease at higher biases as the case in SLG, showing a V-shape instead of an M-shape. The reason may come from the large spatial charge inhomogeneity (even in clean samples) of BLG: due to their different dispersion relationships, BLG has been predicted to have a larger n rms than that in SLG under the same disorder level (n imp ). 37, 38 Hence, BLG would qualitatively have a wider gate range where the noise is contributed from both electrons and holes and increases with the gate bias (refer to the noise behavior between the Dirac point and the noise maximum in SLG). Overall, the V-shape noise behavior of BLG could be from the band-gap-opening effect and/or spatial charge inhomogeneity.
In conclusion, we present the low-frequency noise behavior in back-gated SLG (M-shape) and BLG (V-shape) samples, both with weak temperature dependence (down to 77K). Using a qualitative approach, the noise behavior near the Dirac point suggests relevance to the spatial charge inhomogeneity in SLG and BLG samples. A quantitative noise model of graphene is necessary to deepen the understanding. Fundamentally, low-frequency noise describes the trapping/detrapping processes near the graphene-SiO 2 interface, while more efforts are needed to gain further insights on the scattering mechanisms of graphene. Moreover, this work may help predict, control, and improve the signal-tonoise ratio of substrated graphene devices and suppress the phase distortion for high-frequency applications. 
